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ABSTRACT
In portfolio optimization, the fundamental goal of an investor is to optimally allocate
investments between different assets. Mean-variance optimization methods make unrealistic
assumptions to solve the problem of optimal allocation. On the other hand, when realistic
constraints like holding size and cardinality are introduced it leads to optimal asset allocation
which differ from the mean variance optimization. The resulting optimization problem become
quite complex as it exhibits multiple local extrema and discontinuities. Heuristic algorithms
work well for the complex problem. Therefore, a heuristic algorithm is developed which is based
on hill climbing complete (HC-C). It is utilized to solve the extended portfolio optimization
problem. In order to validate its performance, the proposed HC-C is tested with standard
portfolio optimization problem. Experimental results are benchmarked with the quadratic
programming method and threshold accepting (TA) algorithm.
Key words: Optimization, Portfolio, Heuristics, Hill Climbing, Algorithm, Threshold Accepting.

INTRODUCTION
Optimization techniques are search
methods whereby the goal is to find a
solution to an optimization problem such
that a given quantity is optimized subject to
a set of constraints. Portfolio optimization
problem is a problem concerning asset
allocation and diversification for maximum
return with minimum risk. The problem is
to find the portfolio weights, i.e. how to
distribute the initial wealth across the
available assets in order to meet the
investor’s objectives and constraints as
much as possible (Maringer, 2008; Meucci,
2005; Markowitz, 1959; Markowitz, 1952).
Markowitz (1992) introduced the meanvariance optimization as a quantitative tool
to allow this allocation by considering the
trade-off between risk and return. The risk

is measured by the variance of the future
asset returns. The assumptions of the
normality of the returns or of the quadratic
investor’s
preferences
allow
the
simplification of the utility optimization
problem in a relatively easy to solve
quadratic program. To dismiss the
normality hypothesis in order to account for
the fat-tailed ness and the asymmetry of the
asset returns, heuristic approaches and
other alternative approaches attempt to
conform the assumptions to reality. The
resulting optimization problem become
quite complex as it exhibits multiple local
extrema and discontinuities.
Heuristic algorithms are usually used to
deal with this complex/extended portfolio
optimization problem (Maringer, 2008;
Muralikrishna, 2008; Streichert and
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Tamaka-Tamawaki, 2006; Crama and
Schyns, 2003; Gilli and Kellezi, 2000).
There are some heuristic algorithms that
have been applied to extended portfolio
optimization problem like simulated
annealing (Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) in
(Muralikrishna,
(2008)),
and
with
constraints and trading restrictions in
(Crama and Schyns (2003)), and also
threshold acceptance (Dueck and Scheuer
(1990)), being the most established
heuristic algorithm, has been applied in
(Gilli and Schumann (2012)), Gilli and
Schumann (2010), Winker and Maringer
(2007), Maringer (2005), Winker (2001),
Gilli and Kellezi (2000)). In John (2021)
application of guided local search (GLS) is
proposed to solve the problem.
In this paper, a new proposed algorithm
based on HC-C is benchmarked with a
threshold accepting algorithm under
standard portfolio optimization problem.
The objective is to come up with a more
effective and more efficient hill climbing
algorithm to tackle the complex portfolio
optimization problem. The proposed
algorithm is effective and efficient in
tackling complex system than TA.

w
i

i

1

for 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1

(4)

where the expected return of each asset is
E(Ri), each asset variance is σi, and each
asset weight is wi.
It is noted that equation (1) reflects the
trade-off between return (Rp) and risk (p)
of portfolio. By solving the above problem
for different values of (0, 1): the efficient
line/frontier is then identified. If =1, the
model will search for the portfolio with
highest possible return regardless of the
variance. If =0, the minimum variance
portfolio (MVP) will be identified. So
higher values of  put more emphasis on
portfolio’s expected return and less on its
risk, (Markowitz, 1952). Equation (4)
represents the constraints on the weights
that they must not exceed certain bounds.
The function below measures the quality of
a portfolio. The function calculates the
objective value from equation (1). The
mean returns and co-variances of all
assets/stocks are initially calculated from
the daily prices in the main program. They
are used to calculate the expected return and
risk of a portfolio. The return and risk of a
portfolio calculated are used to measure the
quality of a portfolio.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
In Markowitz model optimization, the aim
is to maximize the expected return, R, while
diminishing incurred risk,  (measured as
standard deviation/variance), (Markowitz,
1959; Markowitz, 1952).
Given return (Rp) of a portfolio and
variance (2p) of portfolio, the equation to
maximize is given by:
(1)
Max   E ( R p )  (1   ) p2 
Subject to the expected return:
E ( R p )   i wi E ( Ri )

(2)

The portfolio return variance:

 p2   i  j wi w j i j  ij
where: ij  1
Constraints:
98

(3)
for i=j.

(a) Design of proposed HC-C algorithm
The hill climbing complete algorithm is
denoted as HC-C. HC stands for Hill
Climbing, C stands for complete search of
neighbourhood
according
to
the
neighbourhood functions defined below.
HC-C explores the possibility of changing
the relative weight of every asset in each
step, hence the name “complete” is added.
Solution
The solution is represented by a vector of
numbers (yi, …,yn). The element in position
i represents the relative weight of the capital
invested in stock i. The vector of numbers
(yi, …,yn) are normalized to make sure that
the weights in all the assets add up to 1. The
percentage/weight to be invested in stock i
is xi,
where:
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xi  yi



n
i 1

yi

(5)

(b) Neighbourhood search function
for HC-C
The sequence of all the positions of the
elements of initial random solution y is
randomized (so that the elements are not
sequentially picked). If first position in the
random sequence gives no better solution,
next position is picked and so on. In this
case, the HC-C searches a large space
which in return potentially helps it to find
better solutions. The randomly picked
position in y is denoted as pos. ThP is a
small percentage, which we refer to as
threshold percentage, by which elements of
y will be varied to get the next neighbour.
The neighbourhood definition is to pick one
position (pos) in the current solution. After
picking the random position in the current
solution, one neighbour is obtained by

adding ThP to that position and another is
obtained by subtracting ThP to the same
position. This gives two neighbours (two
possible candidate solutions) at a time to be
compared with the current solution in a
random order. The first better candidate
solution (neighbour) to be picked becomes
the current solution out of the possible
candidate solutions. On getting a better
solution, the sequence of the positions of
the elements of y is again randomized. The
overall procedure is repeated for a number
of iterations until local maximum is
obtained.
Table 1 below shows the pseudo-code for
hill climbing procedure for HC- C mean
returns of all stocks in column vector are
denoted as
retasset,
assets’
covariances/deviations matrix are denoted as
dev, and  is the level of risk aversion.
below.

Table 1: Pseudo Code for Hill climbing procedure of HC-C
Procedure HC-C (ThP, , retasset, dev)
Randomly generate initial current solution y
Begin
Repeat
pick random position, (pos), in
current solution y
yplus = y
yminus = y
yplus(pos) = yplus(pos)*(1 + ThP)
yminus(pos) = yminus(pos)*(1 - ThP)
yb4=y
y = move_to_neighbour (y, yplus,
yminus, , retasset, dev)
Randomly change the sequence of the
positions
while y<yb4 do
yplus = y
yminus = y
yplus(pos) = yplus(pos)*(1 + ThP)
yminus(pos) = yminus(pos)*(1 - ThP)
if (all positions in the sequence
have been checked for better solution) then
break while loop

% Generate yplus from current
solution. %
% Generate yminus from current
solution. %
% Get neighbour of current solution. %
% Get second neighbour of current
solution
% keep record of current solution y. %
% Pick a better neighbour solution. %
% Provides randomness. %
% Looks for better solution in the random
sequence. (pos) is any position. %
% Generate yplus from current solution %
% Generate yminus from current
solution. %
% Get neighbor of current solution%
%Get second neighbor of current
solution%
% Halting criterion was; no neighbor is
better than current solution or maximum
number of iterations is reached.
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end if
end while
Until halting criterion is met
End.
Table 2: Pseudo Code of a function for searching for better neighbouring solution
Function Move_to_neighbour (y,
yplus, yminus, , retasset, dev)
Begin
x =y / ∑ y
xplusi = yplus / ∑ yplus
xminusi = yminus / ∑ yminus
xvalue = objectvalue (x, , retasset, dev,
fitvalue)
xplusvalue = objectvalue (xplus, ,
retasset, dev, fitvalue)
xminusvalue = objectvalue (xminus, ,
retasset, dev, fitvalue)
if xplusvalue>xvalue theny=yplus
end if
if xminusvalue>xvalue then y=yminus
end if
return y
End.

% Find weights, x, of all the assets n in portfolio%
% Find weights, xplus, of all assets n %
% Find weights, xminus, of all assets n%
% Calculate objective value of portfolio x and
denote as xvalue. %
% Calculate objective value of portfolio xplus and
denote as xplusvalue%
%Calculate objective value of portfolio xminus
and denote as xminusvalue. %
% Return yplus if it is better than y. %
% Return yminus if it is better than y. %

Table 3: Pseudo Code for calculating objective function value
Function Objectvalue (x, , retasset,
dev, fitvalue)
Begin
retpor t= scalar/dot product (retasset, x)
risk = x*dev*x’
fitvalue = *retport – (1 - )*risk
return fitvalue
End

%Calculate effective expected return of portfolio%
% Calculate effective risk/variance of portfolio %
%Calculate objective/objective value according to
equation (1) above. %

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Benchmarking the Algorithm
The working of the algorithm HC-C is first
illustrated by solving the standard
Markowitz model as described in equations
(1), (2), (3) under basic constraints (4). The
model is also solved using quadratic
programming method and then threshold
acceptance (TA), which is a well100

established heuristic algorithm in portfolio
optimization used as benchmarks.
The data used were daily returns over 1001
days DAX stock exchange. The proposed
HC-C algorithm is tested on 10 assets
example. The results are compared with
Quadratic Programming (QP), which is a
standard method. Below in Table 4 and
corresponding bar charts in Figure 1, are
experimental results on benchmarking HCC with QP. They are the percentage values
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in a Table 4 and corresponding bar charts of
the weights of 10 assets portfolio. They
were obtained by finding minimum
variance portfolio (Markowitz model with
=0 in expression (1) above) by quadratic
programming method and by the proposed
HC-C algorithm. The QP produces exact
solution so results by HC-C are compared

with QP results to see how accurate the
method is. The values show the relative
weights (of total bugdet) to be invested in
each asset. The results (weights) by HC-C
algorithm is from the best solution after 100
iterations.

Table 4: Results on benchmarking HC-C with Quadratic Programming (QP)
algorithm

Weight in each asset

QP

0.0053 0.0802 0.1150 0.3191 0.1622 0.0599 0.0419 0.0067 0.0356 0.1741

HC-C

0.0053 0.0802 0.1150 0.3192 0.1622 0.0599 0.0419 0.0067 0.0356 0.1740

RESULTS OF HC-C AND QUADRATIC PROGRAMING
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Figure 1: Composition of the optimal portfolio for HC-C (red) and QP (blue)
It is observed from the results in Table 4
and bar chart form showed by Figure 1 that
solutions obtained by HC-C do not differ
much from the exact solution by QP.
Moreover, the variance/risk parameter was
calculated from the weights obtained by
both methods QP and HC-C. Both methods
attained the same lowportfolio risk of
6.9751e-005. Attaining the same value of
risk as QP depicts that the proposed HC-C
algorithm attain very accurate solutions. In
fact, Figure 1 shows the results of the HCC algorithms in comparison to QP. In that
case, the blue bars are that of QP while the
red ones dipicts the performance of HC-C
respectively. The similar height bars of HC-

C and QP also depict that the HC-C
algorithm gives very accurate solutions. To
benchmark HC-C with TA, both algorithms
are applied on a benchmark problem to
solve standard Markowitz model as
described in equations (1), (2), (3) under
basic constraints (4). They are then tested
on 100 assets portfolio. The experimental
results of HC-C are compared with those of
TA.
The results in Table 4 show the values of
objective function, number of functional
evaluations required to reach final objective
value, and average time in seconds for one
iteration to converge to local maximum
(final solution). The best final objective
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value is the highest objective function value
obtained in all 100 runs. The Mean, STD
and worst of final objective values in all the
100 runs are given. The Mean and STD of
Number of functional evaluations to reach
final objective value, of the 100 runs, are
also given. The HC-C (9e+5) is HC-C with
9e+5 iterations.
Table 4: Results on Portfolio
optimization on 100 stocks (100 runs)
Algorithm
Best final
objective
value
Final
objective
value
No. of
Functional
evaluations
to final
objective
value
Average
time for 1
run (in sec)

HC-C
(9e+5)

TA
(9e+5)

5.96e-4

5.88e-4

Mean

5.95e-4

5.63e-4

STD

2.47e-6

3.46e-5

Worst

5.72e-4

7.2563e-5

Mean

3.0e+5

3.0e+5

STD

7400

1770

100

704.7

STD =Standard Deviation
Evaluating the results
In the numerical experiments presented in
Table 5, the best final objective value is
higher in HC-C than in TA which means
that HC-C is good at escaping local

optimum and locating high quality
solutions with a given enough number of
iterations (in this case 100 runs). Also, the
mean of final objective value of HC-C is
higher (0.000595) than that of TA
(0.000563). The worst final objective of
value of HC-C is a far better (0.000572)
than that of TA (0.000559). The STD of
mean of final objective value of TA (3.46e5) is more than ten times that of HC-C
(2.47e-6). These results demonstrate that
HC-C is better as it is more accurate and
reliable than TA. The time, in seconds it
takes for one iteration to converge to best
final objective value of HC-C is 100 and
that of TA is 704.7 implying that HC-C
required far less time than TA. Therefore, it
is far more expensive (time wise) to
compute neighbourhood function using TA
than HC-C algorithm.
What makes TA cumbersome is that, one
has to first calculate and sort threshold
sequences according to a certain problem.
These are the sequences by which poor
solutions will be accepted to avoid being
trapped in a local optimum.
A t-test was performed on final objective
values and on the number of functional
evaluations to final objective of the 100
runs. Both outcomes displayed a rejection
of the null hypothesis at the 5% (default
value) significance level. The t-test was
performed using MATLAB (R2010a). In
Table 5 the effectiveness and efficiency of
the algorithms are compared.

Table 5: Comparison of HC-C with TA
Algorithm
TA (Dueck
and Scheuer
(1990))

HC-C

102

Effectiveness
Well established algorithm in portfolio
optimization
(Winker (2001), Hoos and Tsang (2006),
Radziukynienė (2008), Gilli and Schumann
(2010). and Gilli and Schumann (2012)).
More effective in finding better solution than TA

Efficiency
Efficient

more efficient than TA
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The assets and their return data used for
applications in the algorithms are from
DAX stock exchange. The data used were
daily returns over 1001 days.
CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
In this paper, a hill climbing complete (HCC) algorithm has been proposed and
implemented. The proposed HC-C
algorithm is used to tackle the portfolio
optimization problem using standard
Markowitz model, where a budget
constraint is imposed and no short-selling is
permitted. The HC-C algorithm performs
very well according to the results of
benchmarking with QP giving accurate
solutions. The results also have shown that
HC-C algorithm is more effective and
efficient than TA which is a well-known
algorithm for portfolio optimization
problem. In fact, the HC-C algorithm is
quite easy to understand and implement.
Therefore, it true to recommend this
algorithm be utilised in other areas of
application that require effective and
efficient algorithm for optimization.
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